Abstract-With energy scarcity and environmental pollution becoming increasingly serious, the accurate estimation of fuel consumption of vehicles has been important in vehicle management and transportation planning toward a sustainable green transition. Fuel consumption is calculated by fuel-level data collected from high-precision fuel-level sensors. However, in the vehicle monitor platform, there are many types of error in the data collection and transmission processes, such as the noise, interference, and collision errors that are common in the high speed and dynamic vehicle environment. In this paper, an effective method for cleaning and repairing the fuel-level data is proposed, which adopts the threshold to acquire abnormal fuel data, the time quantum to identify abnormal data, and linear interpolation based algorithm to correct data errors. Specifically, a modified Gaussian mixture model (GMM) based on the synchronous iteration method is proposed to acquire the thresholds, which uses the particle swarm optimization algorithm and the steepest descent algorithm to optimize the parameters of GMM. The experiment results based on the fuel-level data of vehicles collected over one month prove that the modified GMM is superior to GMMexpectation maximization on fuel-level data, and the proposed method is effective for cleaning and repairing outliers of fuel-level data.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the development of the intelligent transportation system and internet of vehicle (IOV), vehicle monitor platform and the data play an important role in the modern traffic system and are becoming easy to access through information and communication system designs with a collection of sensors, transmission of wireless vehicular networks, and storage in remote databases. Vehicle data in this paper are a set of multidimensional data including speed, GPS coordinates, fuel level, steering angle, and other real-time status data collected from vehicles. With the rising fuel prices, business owners have paid increasing attention on these events during the driving process. On the other hand, with the increasing importance of energy conservation and environmental protection, accurate estimation of fuel consumption in vehicle data has become a decisive factor for traffic management and vehicle navigation, especially in routing optimization problems. To obtain an optimal route, not only travel time should be considered, but also other factors such as fuel consumption and emission. Peng and Wang [1] proposed that the optimal vehicle routing schedule to minimize fuel consumption is probably different from the one to minimize travel distance. Ahn et al. [2] presented several hybrid regression models for estimating vehicle fuel consumption and emissions based on the instantaneous speed and acceleration levels of light-duty vehicles and light-duty trucks.
However, there are several types of error during the process of fuel-level data acquisition. The reasons causing outliers in fuel-level data can be divided into four kinds. 1) Refueling: It will cause the fuel level to increase rapidly. 2) Fuel spilling or gasoline theft: It will cause the fuel level to decrease rapidly. 3) Errors of fuel-level sensor or wireless vehicular network transmission: It will cause the fuel level to fluctuate anomalously. 4) The large shake of vehicle: It will cause fuel level fluctuation. Due to the fluctuation of vehicles and precision of fuel-level sensors, there are many errors in collected original data by fuellevel sensors. During the transmission and storage of fuel-level data, stability of wireless vehicular networks and availability of data transformation for storage also cause errors in fuel-level data. The quality of fuel-level data is affected not only by the precision of fuel-level sensors, but also by the quality of transmission networks. There are existing literature discussing the improvement of the precision of fuel-level sensors [3] and the quality of transit networks [4] . Nevertheless, the challenges to cause errors or missing data remains when the fuel-level data is collected by fuel-level sensors, transmitted in wireless vehicular networks and stored in remote databases. Data cleaning is necessary before analyzing the data collected at the database [5] . In the process of cleaning and repairing the fuel-level data, the former two types of abnormal data are caused by human behavior. The first one can be identified, captured, and then repaired after the process, while the second one should be identified and captured for human interpretation. The latter two are the noisy data, which should be cleaned and repaired during the process. To separate the former two from the latter two, threshold of average fuel consumption per minute and fuel charge are proposed in this paper.
The acquisition of fuel-level data is usually combined with other attributes of vehicle data, such as velocity and GPS coordinates. There are also many errors in these vehicle data and many literatures have paid attention to data processing of inaccurate velocity [6] and GPS coordinates data [7] . But there are very few studies of processing fuel-level data after they are stored in remote databases for accurate fuel consumption data [8] . In fact, because high-precision fuel-level sensors are very expensive, the fuel-level sensors installed on most vehicles produce much noise. Hence, there are some existing filtering method for fuel-level data used in vehicle electronic system, e.g., wavelet transform [9] , which is applied for direct signal from the fuellevel sensor to estimate fuel consumption. But the source of its noise is less than the data in remote databases, such as the error from wireless communication. The sampling frequency is also much higher than the data in remote databases. Hence, the existing filtering method is not suitable for the fuel-level data at the background of IOV. To ensure the quality of fuel-level data, a method for cleaning and repairing the fuel-level data is proposed in this paper. It can identify the abnormal data by a modified Gaussian mixture model (GMM), and correct error data by a specific method based on linear interpolation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the vehicle data related work is presented. The fuel data cleaning and repairing model is proposed in Section III. In Section IV, the effects of the model are discussed based on the smoothing spline and the comparative analysis. The concluding remarks are given in the final section.
II. RELATED WORK
Vehicle data, which is collected by sensors, transmitted through wireless vehicular networks and stored in remote databases, is fundamental for traffic management, establishment of traffic systems, and vehicle navigation. To acquire more accurate vehicle data, many scholars have studied methods to process and rectify noise of the original data in databases. Lazarus et al. [10] proposed a vehicle localization method with sensors data fusion algorithm, which combined the extended Kalman filter, interval analysis, and covariance intersection. Zhang et al. [11] adopted a Kalman filter arithmetic to improve vehicle GPS data accuracy. Data fusion based on dead reckoning was proposed to deal with inaccurate vehicle position data due to the low accuracy of sensors and low calculating capability. Zhang et al. [6] proposed a method for cleaning incorrect probe vehicle data by a 3σ rule method and principal component reconstruction. Cubic spline interpolation method was used in [12] to correct the singular signal in the vehicle driving data such as vehicle speed, time, and position.
Although methods for accurate vehicle data such as position and velocity has been widely studied, very few studies have investigated the accuracy of vehicle fuel-level data. With the increasing importance of energy conservation and environmental protection, the fuel consumption data has become a decisive factor for traffic management and vehicle navigation. Zhao et al. [8] proposed a method to analyze and process the outlier data of fuel consumption data. The threshold of detecting fuel consumption is known, and the situation of appearing continuous-time abnormal fuel level is not considered in this method. Some filtering methods such as Kalman filter, fast Fourier transform and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [13] have been widely used in denoising and outlier detection on sensor data. DWT has been developed rapidly in recent decades and has obvious advantage on temporal resolution [14] . But these filtering methods are applied for direct signal from the fuel-level sensor, where the source of its noise is less than the data in remote databases and the sampling frequency is also much higher. Hence, the existing filtering method is not suitable for the fuel-level data at the background of IOV. In this paper, a model for cleaning and repairing fuel-level data is proposed to acquire accurate fuel-level data.
Outlier detection (also anomaly detection) is an important part in this model. With the development of computer and communication technology, big data can be sensed, transmitted, and stored for mining. But there are always some abnormal data during these processes. Data cleaning is aimed at ensuring data quality by discovering and correcting the errors or inconsistencies in data, including checking data consistency, dealing with invalid and missing values, etc. Outlier detection is a kind of method for discovering errors or inconsistencies in data. Statistical-based algorithm is used most widely and traditionally, which is generally suited to quantitative real data or at the very least quantitative ordinal data distributions where the ordinal data can be transformed to suitable numerical values for statistical processing. This limits their applicability and increases the processing time if complex data transformations are necessary before processing. Distance-based algorithm [15] has also been developed for different demands. But for unsupervised learning mission, cluster-based algorithm [16] is better than traditional methods due to unnecessary data distribution, which is applied in outlier detection very successfully and extensively. A clusteringbased data mining algorithm was proposed by Liu et al. [17] to solve the outlier data problem. Zhang et al. [18] presented the outlier detection based on cluster analysis and spatial correlation algorithm to acquire outliers. K-means clustering algorithm was adopted for outlier detection by dividing the data set into clusters in [19] . But these methods cannot satisfy the demand in our case very well, because the accurate notion of outliers is different for different application domains [20] , which means a method developed in one domain is usually not suitable for another.
The GMM is one of the cluster algorithms and it classifies data by describing them using multiple Gauss distributions. It is usually used with the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm to optimize the parameters of the GMM. However, EM algorithm has been proved to often fall into local optimum when optimizing the parameters of GMM, which results in poor performance of GMM. In this paper, a modified GMM with the synchronous iteration method to optimize the parameters is proposed for outlier detection. Optimizing the parameters of GMM is actually an optimization problem and there are many artificial intelligence algorithms for solving this problem. A series of global search-based heuristic algorithms have been widely and successfully applied for optimization problems, including the ant colony optimization algorithm (ACO) [21] , genetic algorithm (GA) [22] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [23] , etc. PSO algorithm is one of the most successful and effective intelligence algorithms, variants of which and itself have been widely and successfully applied for optimization problems. PSO makes few assumptions about the problem being optimized and does not use the gradient of the problem, which means PSO does not require that the optimization problem be differentiable as is required by traditional optimization methods such as gradient descent. On the other hand, comparing with other heuristic algorithms like ACO and GA, PSO is of less complexity and quick constringency speed, but it is more likely to fall into local optimum. To eliminate the possibility of falling into local optimum when turning parameters of GMM by EM algorithm, the synchronous iteration method based on the PSO algorithm and the steepest descent algorithm is introduced in the modified GMM, and the comparison experiment shows the superiority of the proposed algorithm.
III. FUEL-LEVEL DATA CLEANING AND REPAIRING METHOD
In the vehicle monitor platform, there are about 30 000 vehicles and the data of vehicles are sent to database by general packet radio service message of cellular network. These vehicles belong to different companies and it is difficult to detect the fuellevel data for each vehicle by manual work. To complete this work, machine recognition must be introduced. However, the inaccurate data have a great influence on machine recognition. The fuel-level data cleaning and repairing method is adopted to ensure the data quality for machine recognition. In the experiments, 50 vehicles' fuel-level data collected in one month were used for testing the method. Since the data are updated per minute when the vehicle terminal is online, which is not consistent, the sample serial number is used as x-axes of figures in this paper.
A. Pretreatment
For vehicles equipped with sensor and wireless communication units, fuel-level data are transmitted with other vehicle properties data to the database with fixed time interval, such as every minute in this paper. The average fuel consumption data avgfuel between two continuous time points of fuel-level data can be calculated as avgfuel(t) = fl t − fl t−1 (1) where fl t is the fuel-level data at time t, and fl t−1 is the fuellevel data at the previous time interval. However, due to the wireless interference, limited fuel-level sensors power and outlier from other malicious electric devices, there are a lot of missing values in the fuel-level data, which leads to no continue data to calculate the avgfuel. The average fuel consumption data per minute of each vehicle is within a certain range and the abnormal average fuel consumption can be acquired through outlier detection. Before analyzing the average fuel consumption, it is necessary to get the accurate average fuel consumption data. What is more, the fuel value of rising edges RValue in the fuel-level data is also calculated in this section to confirm the threshold of fuel charge. If there are some time points where positive avgfuel are continuous, time point before the first time point will be considered as starting time st and the final time point will be considered as ending time et. If there are no other time points adjacent to a positive avgfuel, the time point at the positive avgfuel will be considered as ending time et, and time point before the time points will be considered as starting time st. Then, the RValue can be calculated as (2) where i means the ith rising edge in fuel-level data; fl
st , respectively, represent fuel-level value at time point et, st of the ith rising edge.
The data collected on each vehicle over a period, such as one month, can be expressed as a matrix X in
where T i represents the time point of data recording and Lo i , La i , V i , Fuel i , respectively, means the longitude, latitude, velocity, and fuel level of the vehicle at time point T i . n is the number of data collected in one month. To obtain the accurate fuel-level data, the whole month should be divided into a lot of time quanta when the data are collected per minute. It is easy to be realized by time division, which means that when there are more than 1 min between two consecutive time points in X, there should be two periods. Fig. 1 shows the fuel data of one vehicle in one month. The fuel level of vehicle is valued as zero at the time of lacking data, and these data are treated as abnormal data in the outlier detection process. Then, in continuous time quanta, avgfuel can be calculated by the subtraction of two fuel-level data at two continuous time points and avgfuel at last time point is defined as zero to avoid affecting other data.
B. Outlier Detection Algorithm
To acquire the thresholds of normal fuel consumption and fuel charge, a modified GMM algorithm aimed at improving GMM-EM is proposed in this paper to calculate these thresholds. GMM and EM algorithm were first proposed by Middleton [24] . Detailed and popular descriptions of the GMM and GMM-EM can be found in [25] . In GMM, the regularities of unknown distribution data X is assumed to be expressed by a GMM of k components, and the theoretical basis is the central limit theorem. In this paper, the maximizing log-likelihood function is used for calculating the parameters of GMM
which means that an unknown sample data X = x i , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . can be expressed by a GMM with the parameters (π k , μ k , σ k ) obtained by maximizing the Log-likelihood function. g(x i , μ j , σ j ) is the jth Gaussian distribution with mean value μ j and variance σ j . π j is the possibility of x i to choose the jth component, which is the mixing coefficient.
In order to obtain the optimal maximum of Log-likelihood function, the EM algorithm is usually used to calculate the parameters of GMM, known as GMM-EM. However, the EM algorithm usually falls into local optimum and it may acquire local optimal parameters for GMM. So the modified GMM based on the synchronous iteration method to improve GMM is proposed in this paper. The reason for using EM algorithm to optimize parameters is that the Log-likelihood function is not easy to be derived and the classical mathematic methods cannot be used for it. However, the Log-likelihood function is easy to be derived by μ j with known σ j . The steepest descent algorithm is introduced to optimize the parameter μ. For σ j , the maximizing Log-likelihood function is actually an optimization problem with known μ j . PSO algorithm is an effective intelligence algorithm, which is adopted to optimize the parameter σ j in this paper. In each iteration of the modified GMM, the steepest descent algorithm and the PSO algorithm are synchronously iterative step. For another parameter π j , which could be calculated as the probability of the x i generated by components j
Then, the number N j of x i generated by component j can be obtained by
, which is the means of the membership values over the N data points.
From the procedure of GMM with the synchronous iteration method, we can know that the iterations are actually establishing GMM and updating parameters (π, μ, σ). In fact, it is the same to the GMM-EM algorithm, but using a new way based on the PSO algorithm and the steepest descent algorithm to update parameters μ, σ separately instead of EM algorithm.
1) Calculating the Optimal σ j Based on PSO: PSO algorithm is inspired by the predation behavior of birds. To acquire an optimal solution of optimization problems, each particle x k,i in the k iteration of PSO algorithm flies around the multidimensional search space by v k,i . v i and x i is updated by
where ω, c 1 , c 2 are the inertia weight and constriction factors of PSO algorithm and they are often valued as constant. R 1 , R 2 are the random values in [0, 1]. x k,i means the position of the ith particle in k iteration and v k,i is the velocity. x pbest,i shows the present optimal position of the ith particle and x g best means the actual optimal position of the population. The update of x pbest,i and x g best depends on the objective function of PSO algorithm. The mechanism of updating is the core idea of PSO algorithm, which means that each particle exploring the multidimensional space is based on its own experience and the experience of the whole population. When iteration ends or the condition of acquiring the optimal value is established, the optimal x g best and the optimal value of the objective function will be actually found.
To optimize parameter σ, because PSO is usually used for minimum optimization problem, the negative value of Loglikelihood function (4) of GMM is defined as the objective function of PSO algorithm. Parameters σ k is defined as the value of particle x i and the interval of (0, ∞) is considered as the multidimensional search space of PSO algorithm. For ddimension X, σ k is a D 2 dimension matrix. In order to confirm that the covariance matrix σ is a positive definite symmetric matrix in iterations, the method proposed in [26] is adopted in this paper. The cyclic Jacobi eigenvalue decomposition algorithm is used to parameterize the covariance matrix σ k , so the
where λ i > 0, composes eigenvalue of σ k and V is constituted by corresponding unit feature vectors (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v d ). V can also be calculated by QR decomposition, which means V = QR, where R is a unit matrix and Q is defined as
The nonzero elements of given rotation matrix
where ) is obtained by PSO algorithm, the optimal σ j is established.
2) Calculating the Optimal μ j Based on the Steepest De-
scent Algorithm: For μ j , the Log-likelihood function (4) can be derived by μ with parameters π j and σ j . Defining Δ as the p(x i | (π j ; μ j ; σ j ), so Log-likelihood function is defined as
Then, the Log-likelihood function derived by μ is defined as
where
For derivable function optimal problems, there are many classical algorithms like Newton method, steepest descent, and conjugate gradient method. In this paper, steepest descent algorithm [27] is used for calculating the optimal μ of Log-likelihood The optimal evaluation is μ, σ end procedure function (4). Its iteration equation is as follows:
When d k meets the condition d k < ε where ε > 0, the iteration is completed. In this way, the optimal μ can be obtained with the synchronous iteration of PSO algorithm for σ. The procedure of the modified GMM algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. For the outlier detection of avgfuel and the cluster analysis of RValue, deciding the number k of cluster in the classification by the modified GMM is prerequisite, which is the most important step. The defined avgfuel(t), which actually is the fuel-level value at time t minus the fuel-level value at time t − 1, it can be called the fuel consumption per minute, but does not mean the real value. Actually, data avgfuel(t) is realfuel(t) plus noise(t), represented by the following equation:
where realfuel(t) represents the real fuel consumption per minute and noise(t) signifies the fluctuation. Because the vehicle jolts continually when it is running, the fuel-level data fluctuate frequently, leading to the difficulty for the fuel-level sensors to acquire accurate fuel-level value, which means the defined avgfuel(t) include both many positive and negative values around zero. In fact, the fluctuation from the movement of vehicle itself is very small, and it can be treated as normal data. But large shake can cause large fluctuations of fuel-level data.
What's more, deviation of network transmission, deviation of storage, refueling, and fuel spilling will cause large fluctuations of avgfuel. In one word, the absolute value of avgfuel can be divided into two main categories including normal little fluctuations and abnormal large fluctuations, hence the number k of clusters is set as 2 in the modified GMM, and one sample result are presented in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2 , the data marked as circles is the normal data, which means realfuel combining noise caused by movement of the vehicle itself, and the data marked as squares is outlier of the data avgfuel. The threshold 2.5 of normal data can also be obtained in this way. It means that if avgfuel(t) is less than −2.5 or more than 2.5, the fuel consumption avgfuel(t) will be considered as abnormal fuel consumption. The time points of refueling, fuel spilling or gasoline theft are included in the abnormal data abfuel. These detailed description of this threshold is given in Section III-C.
For cluster analysis of RValue, the histogram of the posterior probability distribution for RValue is shown in Fig. 3 . It can be found that there are many rising edges in the month data and RValue is almost zero. To reduce the influence of normal fuel consumption, RValue, which is less than the threshold of normal fuel consumption, is cleaned away before cluster analysis. In fact, RValue may be caused by the fluctuation of vehicles or the deviation of network transmission, which means RValue is uncertain and small. For refueling, the RValue will be large because the vehicle is usually refueled when there is lack of fuel. Therefore, to acquire the threshold of fuel charge and remove the influence of the fluctuation of vehicle, the number k of clusters in the modified GMM for the cluster analysis of RValue is also set as 2. The result of clusters is shown in Fig. 4 . The threshold value of fuel charge is 26.3, which means that if the RValue of a rising edge is higher than the threshold, there may be a time point of refueling, and if not, there will not be.
C. Classifying Abnormal Time Quantum
If avgfuel(t) is abnormal and avgfuel(t − 1) is normal judged by the threshold of normal fuel consumption, the judgement of avgfuel(t + 1) based on the fuel-level data at time t is inaccurate, whatever the fuel-level data at time t + 1 will be, due to the inaccurate fuel-level data at time t. As the results shown in Fig. 5 , there are continuously abnormal data through vision at the time points of the sixth and seventh symbol *. But if only outlier detection of fuel level is used, the latter will be considered as normal data. To solve this problem, the method of identifying data by time quantum instead of time point is proposed. It means that the abnormal time quantum, in which more than one abnormal fuel consumptions are detected by the GMM with the synchronous iteration method, will be obtained in this way.
In the pretreatment stage, we can get the continuous time quantum, and the abnormal data abfuel through outlier detection of fuel level. So the time length of neighboring data abfuel in the same continuous time quantum can be calculated as timelength(t) = T (abfuel(t)) − T (abfuel(t − 1)).
(17) The probability distribution of time length p(timelength) is proposed to detect the data avgfuel between neighboring abfuels. One sample of the probability distribution of time length is shown in Fig. 6 . It can be found that almost all the data timelength is small, which means that there are just several data avgfuel in most time quanta, thus making the influence of abnormal data prominent. It is also difficult to confirm that whether the data in a short timelength are normal. In fact, there are many data timelength, which are equal to 1, meaning many abnormal data abfuel is adjacent. In the adjacent abnormal data abfuel, the latter is influenced by the former and there is actually just an abnormal data. In Fig. 6 , the threshold ThrTime = 5 of data timelength is defined as the value of timelength when p(timelength) = 0.95. If a data timelenth(i) is smaller than ThrTime, the data avgfuel from the former abfuel to the latter abfuel will be considered as a time quantum, and the time of the former data abfuel is considered as the starting point while the time of the latter data abfuel is considered as the ending point. The way to judge whether there is a time point of refueling, fuel spilling or gasoline theft is as follows: first, the Formeravg is calculated by the average of five data before the starting point; second, calculate Latteravg by the average of the five data after the ending point; and finally, compare the Avg-value, which is equal to (Latteravg − Formeravg)/timelength with fuel threshold of normal fuel-level data, and compare the D-value, which is equal to Latteravg − Formeravg with the threshold of fuel charge. Using the Avg-value and D-value to judge whether the current abnormal time quantum data are in accordance with the specified threshold of abnormal fuel consumption data. If the Avg-value does not belong to the fuel threshold of normal data, there will be a time point of refueling, fuel spilling or gasoline theft.
One example time quantum is shown in Fig. 7 . Because there are too much data displayed in one picture, it may show that most data are abnormal. When the time length of data is shrunk to one week or one day, it can be shown very clearly. The magnified portion of Fig. 7(a) is shown in (b) . Time quantum of refueling means that Avg-value is bigger than the maximum of normal fuel-level data acquired in the outlier detection of fuel level and D-value is bigger than the threshold of fuel charge. Fuel spilling or gasoline theft time quantum means that Avg-value is smaller than the minimum of normal data. As there is no threshold for identifying the fuel spilling or gasoline theft, it is difficult to distinguish that whether there is fuel spilling or gasoline theft in the time quantum when Avg-value is smaller than the minimum of normal data. So the time quantum is used to confirm whether there are time points of fuel spilling or gasoline theft instead of calculating the fuel level falling edge.
One example of the Avg-value and the D-value is shown in Fig. 8 . The solid line with stars in Fig. 8(a) represents the threshold of normal fuel consumption acquired by outlier detection, and the threshold of fuel charge is identified as the solid line with pluses in Fig. 8(b) . Five time quanta of refueling can be captured by comparing Avg-value with the threshold of normal fuel consumption data and by comparing D-value with the threshold of refueling fuel value. There are also five time quanta of refueling in the fuel-level data. It means that the time points of refueling are all in the time quantum of refueling acquired by the model. What's more, the time quanta of fuel spilling or gasoline theft are also obtained by the same method presented in Fig. 8(a) . It is not accurate enough to clean fuel-level data in the abnormal time quantum when there are other outliers. Therefore, the way to acquire accurate time points of being refueled is proposed through velocity analysis because refueling must be completed in the stopping state.
D. Velocity Analysis for Accurate Time Points of Being Refueled
From the above presentation, the abnormal time quantum with time points of refueling is acquired, but it is not accurate enough. Through the data acquired in the above sections, there are perhaps many large fluctuations and it is not easy to determine the time points of refueling in the abnormal time quantum. Like in Fig. 8(b) , only knowing the fuel-level data is not enough to determine the accurate time points of refueling because of the influence of other abfuel. Another property of vehicle is introduced to solve this problem that the vehicle must be stopped when it is refueled. Due to the deviation of network transmission, velocity equal to zero does not mean that the vehicle is really stopping. So the threshold of velocity for confirming that velocity less than or equal to threshold means the vehicle should be stopped. But before the velocity analysis, all the values of fuel-level rising edges in time quanta of refueling should be calculated to compare with the D-value. If there is just one value of fuel-level rising edge, the fuel-level rising edge is the time point of refueling. If there are more than one values of fuel-level rising edge meeting the condition, these fuel-level edges should be judged by the velocity analysis.
Choosing the velocity data, which are unequal to zero from data X, and the cumulative probability distribution of velocity is shown in Fig. 9 . The solid line with pluses presents the cumulative probability distribution of velocity. It is discrete and not enough to obtain the exact velocity threshold. To acquire the threshold of velocity and confirm that whether the vehicle is stopping, the fitting curve of the cumulative probability distribution is proposed and it is expressed as a solid line with stars in Fig. 9 . The confidence coefficient of these velocity data is determined as 0.05, and the confidence interval can be calculated by the fitting curve of the cumulative probability distribution. The confidence interval of whether the vehicle is in the stopping state is [0, 0.2771]. It means that if the velocity is less than 0.2771, the vehicle is regarded as in the stopping state. When the vehicle is being refueled, it must be stopped, which means that the velocity at these time points should be lower than the velocity threshold.
E. Abnormal Time Quantum
From the above presentation, the abnormal time points acquired in outlier detection is defined as abnormal time quantum. In other words, the data in abnormal time quanta are entirely identified as abnormal data regardless of whether the data are abnormally acquired in the outlier detection stage. The data in abnormal time quanta is all cleaned and repaired. First, if the Ava-value is lower than the threshold of fuel consumption acquired in the outlier detection stage, it means that there are no time points of refueling, fuel spilling, and gasoline theft in the quantum. These abnormal time quanta are of the third and the fourth type, such as large shake leads to inaccurate fuellevel data. To repair these data, the continuous time points, of which the velocity is less than the velocity threshold obtained in velocity analysis, should be took out from the abnormal time quantum. If there are some parking time points, the data exclusive of these parking time points in the abnormal time quantum will be valued by linear interpolation, and the fuel level of these parking time points will be valued as the average of fuel-level values between the time points before and after these parking time points. If these velocities in the abnormal quantum are entirely higher than the velocity threshold, all the fuel-level data will be repaired by linear interpolation. One example of the noise abnormal time quantum is shown in Fig. 10(a) , where the solid line with circles shows the original data and the solid line with stars means the fuel-level data after processing.
Second, to process the abnormal time quantum, in which there are time points of refueling, it is necessary to take out the time points of refueling from the abnormal time series, because if the time points of refueling do not be taken out, the data repaired by linear interpolation in the whole abnormal time quantum will be a linear rising edge, thus making large errors. In fact, when the vehicle is being refueled, it must be in stopping state and the fuel level will be rising rapidly. When it is not being refueled, the vehicle is using the fuel and the fuel level is declining. So the abnormal time quantum is seen as two abnormal time quanta divided by the time points of refueling, and these two abnormal time quanta are processed in the same way as the first one. The data at the time points of refueling will be remained after the process. One example of the refueling time quantum is shown in Fig. 10(b) .
Finally, the abnormal time quantum of fuel spilling or gasoline theft is identified because there is no standard to define fuel spilling and gasoline theft, the abnormal time quantum is actually the time quantum of abnormal fuel consumption. But after processing, the results of this type of abnormal time quantum after the whole model processing are identified. One example of the fuel spilling or gasoline theft time quantum is shown in Fig. 10(c) .
By now, the main parts of the method have been presented. The outlier detection and cluster analysis are based on the modified GMM with the synchronous iteration method, which can be used to determine the threshold of average fuel consumption and the time length and velocity analysis scheme can help to identify four kinds of outlier fuel-level data more accurately. The whole process of the method is shown in Fig. 11 .
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Parameters Setting
In the experiments, all of the parameters are shown in the Table I . Parameters of PSO algorithm in modified GMM are set in consideration of applicability according to [28] , where c1 = c2 = 1.49618 and w = 0.729844. Considering the real data, the dimension, population size, and fitness function are valued as 2, 30 and the log-likelihood function of GMM. As described in Section III, other parameters in the process of clearing fuel-level data are kinds of avgfuel, kinds of RValue, Probability of time length and Confidence coefficient of velocity, which are respectively valued as 2, 2, 0.95, and 0.05.
B. Comparison Between Modified GMM and GMM-EM
The aim of modifying GMM is to eliminate the possibility of falling into local optimum when turning parameters of GMM by EM algorithm. GMM is used in this paper for outlier detection, means acquiring threshold for detection. So stability of experiment results is an important indicator to evaluate these two algorithms. What is more, according to the theory of GMM, the value of Log-likelihood function is another important factor to evaluate the results of GMM, and the value of Log-likelihood function is larger, which means that the results of GMM are better. In the experiments, the same fuel rising edges data were sent to the modified GMM proposed in this paper and the GMM- In Table II , AvgL, MaxL, and MinL, respectively, represents average, maximum, and minimum values of Log-likelihood function. Times means frequency of acquiring almost same value of Log-likelihood. From Table II , it can be found interestingly that only two kinds of Log-likelihood value can be obtained respectively by GMM-EM and modified GMM. Fig. 4 shows the result of clusters based on modified GMM and Fig. 12 is based on GMM-EM. From these two figures, modified GMM can steadily classify RValue and acquire threshold for outlier detection. While for GMM-EM, only when obtaining maximum value of Log-likelihood in Fig. 12(a) , it is applicable for outlier detection, and times of minimum value in Fig. 12(b) are inapplicable, which can be considered as falling into local optimum. So the possibility of falling into local optimum in EM algorithm is well eliminated by using PSO and steepest descent algorithm. What is more, the average, maximum, and minimum values of the Log-likelihood function based on the modified GMM are all higher than the ones of GMM-EM, which means that the modified GMM is distinctly superior to GMM-EM on the results of the value of Log-likelihood function. In a word, the experimental results prove that the modified GMM is more applicable for the model of clearing and repairing fuel-level data.
On the other hand, the aim of GMM is using multiple Gauss distributions to express the data with an unknown distribution. In this way, as most rising value data are in the interval [0, 20], we choose ten values (2, 4, . . . , 20) of the data and calculate the probability of these values by the value frequency. The parameters of GMM-EM and the modified GMM are the optimal parameters acquired from the above experiments. The probability distribution curves are shown in Fig. 13 separately, and the probabilities of these values are shown in Table III . It can be found that most of the probability density distribution curves established by the modified GMM are nearer to the original data density distribution curve and the experimental results shown in Table III also show that most density values acquired by the modified GMM are nearer to the density value of the original data.
C. Cleaning and Repairing Performance
To test the ability of the fuel-level data cleaning and repairing method, the data of two vehicles collected over one month is used. After the processes of the outlier detection of avgfuel, cluster analysis of RValue, and the probability analysis of time length and velocity, the parameters calculated for each vehicle are shown in Table IV , which have been introduced in detail in Section III. The calculated thresholds are different according to different data, but the causes of abnormal data, the method for acquiring abnormal time quantum, the threshold for classifying the abnormal time quantum, and the repairing process are all the same. For instance, the threshold of refueling fuel value of each vehicle are approximate and successful in identifying the time quantum of refueling. Two vehicles' fuel-level data of one month are shown in Fig. 14. It can be found that most of the fluctuations of fuellevel data caused by large shake, fuel-level sensors or wireless network transmissions errors have been cleaned and repaired. Meanwhile the time quantum of refueling and fuel spilling or gasoline theft have been identified and captured. The solid line with stars shows the time points of refueling, and the solid line with circles shows that there may be some time points of fuel spilling or gasoline theft. Compared to the original data curve in Fig. 14(a) and (c) , the time points of refueling are well identified and captured. There are some errors to fuel spilling or gasoline theft. In fact, the fuel-level data through the model is also not accurate enough, and it needs the following further process to get more accurate value. Because the real fuel-level data are not prescient, many indicators of mathematical statistics cannot be used for identifying this model and smoothing spline is a method of curve fitting us- ing spline function, which is widely used in data prediction and estimation [29] . In order to evaluate the effects of the proposed method, a comparison experiment with the widely used filtering method based on DWT is conducted. The wavelet scaling function is Daubechies4, the decomposition level is 5, the filtering method is based on wavelet shrinkage, and the parameter of filter is well adjusted to get a good result [30] . In this way, the original data and processed data are fitted by the smoothing spline, and then the numerical results of these fitting data can be used to prove the effectiveness of our method. In the smoothing spline results, there are several indicators to evaluate the performance of fitting.
The sum of squares due to error (SSE)
Root mean squared error (RMSE)
where df e = n − opp − 1, and opp is the order of polynomial in smoothing spline. Coefficient of determination (RSquare)
Degree-of-freedom adjusted coefficient of determination (ARSquare) In (18), (19) , (20) , and (21), y i is the value of the original data andŷ i is the value of the fitted value. n is the number of the data andȳ i is the mean value of the data. If SSE and RMSE are closer to 0, which means that the model selection and fitting is better, and the data prediction is more successful. The value of RSquare and ARSquare are in the interval [0, 1] and the closer value are to 1, the better the fitting effect is. The fitting curve of the processed data by the model and the original data are shown in Fig. 15 , and the indicators are represented in the Table V. It can be found that all the indicators of smoothing spline declare that the performance of the proposed method is better than DWT, and more better than the original data. The value of SSE and RMSE based on the processed data by the proposed The RSquare and ARSquare also means a good fitting of the processed data by our method. In fact, although the smoothing effect of DWT is close to the proposed method, the waveletbased denoising method drop out high-frequency information roughly. The noise type distinguished by DWT is also limited, such as Gaussian white noise. Specially, the time quantum of refueling, fuel spilling or gasoline theft can be identified in our method, which means the processed data by our method retain more valuable information than the classical filtering method.
V. CONCLUSION
At present, very few research studied the errors in the fuellevel data of vehicles, which causes the inaccurate fuel consumption data of vehicles. In this paper, a model for fuel-level data cleaning and repairing is proposed to ensure the quality of data. The modified GMM algorithm is proposed to detect fuel consumption and analyze the fuel value of rising edges. Furthermore, different from time points methods, the time quantum is proposed to evaluate abnormal fuel consumption. Finally, the effects of this model has been shown in the comparison experiments between the original fitting data and the processed fitting data using the proposed repairing method and DWT by smoothing spline. Meanwhile, comparison experiments between modified GMM and GMM-EM also shows the applicability and availability of the modified GMM. The results of experiments have shown that the original fuel-level data with noise is well cleaned through the model and the time quantum of refueling, fuel spilling or gasoline theft is identified, which retain more valuable information than the classical filtering method. In our future research, we would like to extend the proposed model with consideration of the big data architecture and real-time data process method.
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